Mucinous Appendiceal Adenocarcinoma Presenting as Sister Mary Joseph Nodule: Case Report and Brief Review of Literature
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Abstract
Sister Mary Joseph nodule is a rare form of umbilical metastasis. Often, this is the only initial presenting sign for an underlying internal malignancy and is usually associated with poor prognosis. Although the gastrointestinal tract is the most common primary site, the majority of these metastases are from gastric and colorectal sites. We report a case of Sister Mary Joseph nodule in a patient with no GI complaints. Further evaluation led to the diagnosis of primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the appendix. Primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the appendix is a very rare tumor type that can give rise to umbilical metastases. To the best of our knowledge, only 3 cases of adenocarcinoma of the appendix metastasizing to the umbilicus have been reported in the medical literature.
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Introduction
The frequency of cutaneous metastasis from internal malignancies ranges from 5-9% [1-4]. However, umbilical metastases from visceral malignancies described as Sister Mary Joseph nodule (SMJN) is rare and represents only 10% of all cutaneous metastases [3,5,6]. Its presence can signify recurrence of tumor or an extensive spread of the underlying cancer. Approximately 1-3% of abdominopelvic tumors likely metastasize to the umbilicus [4,5,7]. SMJN is well described with over 400 cases reported in medical literature as sign of internal malignancies. A substantial number of cases involve intra-abdominal malignancies from the gastrointestinal and female genital tract. It has been estimated that SMJN with unknown primary ranges between 15% and 30% [8-10]. A meta-analysis of reports of umbilical metastasis by Dubreuil et al and a case series of 77 patients with umbilical metastases revealed that women were more commonly affected than men [4,11]. Isolated cases from other sites like gallbladder, liver, breast, lung, prostate, penis, peritoneum, lymphoma, bladder, kidney, endometrium, cervix, vagina, vulva, and fallopian tube and other organ systems have been reported. Irrespective of the primary disease, the presence of umbilical metastases is worrisome and is usually associated with poor prognosis. Although the gastrointestinal tract is the most common primary site, the majority of these metastases are from stomach and colorectal sites. Very few case reports demonstrated an association between appendiceal adenocarcinoma and SMJN. The first case report was described from Taiwan in 2008 [12]. 2 more cases of appendiceal neoplasm with low malignant potential and mucinous adenocarcinoma of the appendix were reported in series of 77 umbilical malignancies [11]. We report a case of SMJN resulting from primary mucinous adenocarcinoma of the appendix.

Case Report
A 68 year-old Female with h/o quiescent ulcerative colitis, hypertension and hyperparathyroidism seen in the gastroenterology department for the evaluation of umbilical discharge for five months. Patient developed small painless immobile lump underneath the umbilicus, which initially measured 1-2 cm associated with clear non-purulent discharge followed by protruded umbilicus and 10 lb weight loss. Patient denied any abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, fever and changes in bowel habits. She denied any menstrual bleeding or spotting/s. No significant family history for GI malignancy. On exam she was noted to have a non-tender soft umbilical mass of 6 cm with mucinous discharge and palpable subcutaneous mass in the supraumbilical area (Figure 1). Her findings were consistent with SMJN. CT scan abdomen/pelvis showed a right adnexal mass measuring 7.6 x 11.3 x 9.4 cm associated with multiple metastases to ometum, retroperitoneum, umbilicus and liver. CBC was with in normal limits. CEA, CA 19-9 and CA 125 were elevated. Umbilical biopsy was performed and was positive for malignant cells consistent with adenocarcinoma.

Subsequently underwent abdominal surgery, which revealed a 5 cm umbilical tumor eroding through the umbilicus, omentum partially replaced with multiple tumor nodules and a 12 x 8 x 7.5 cm right pelvic mucinous mass (Figure 2) involving and replacing the right tube, right ovary, distal appendix and a loop of ileum. Surgical pathology showed poorly differentiated mucinous adenocarcinoma arising in the appendix. Diagnosis of pT4bNn/aM1a metastatic mucinous adenocarcinoma of the appendix was established.
metastasis of neoplastic cells [21-23]. In addition, direct extension from a contiguous tumor and direct implantation following laparoscopy may contribute to the spread of tumors to the umbilicus [24]. The clinical features of SMJN from different primary lesions cannot be visually distinguished. Its presentation can vary from painless firm irregular small nodule to sometimes painful ulcerated mass with exudate like pus, blood, mucinous or serous fluid. Sometimes it can present as a diffuse subcutaneous induration with indistinct borders. As in our case, often it could represent the initial presenting symptom/ sign for an underlying internal malignancy [4]. Benign conditions like endometriosis [25], hernia, myxoma, epithelial inclusion cysts [26], omphalithiasis [27] abscesses [4] can mimic SMJN.

Imaging modalities like ultrasonography (US), computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET) provide assistance to establish the diagnosis. Tissue diagnosis by biopsy, either excisional or fine needle aspiration (FNA), helps identifying the possible primary site [28-30]. Immunohistochemical marker studies and ultrastructural examination have been utilized in identifying origin of anaplastic tumors. In approximately 72% of the cases of unknown primary tumor, immunohistochemical analysis helped to determine the cellular origin [31]. In addition the use of electron microscopy and cyto genetic analysis enhances the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity. Establishing the diagnosis of SMJN is ominous indicating an advanced stage of cancer with a grave prognosis. Long term survival of patients is uncommon [4,6,32-34].

Berger in 1882, first described primary appendicular neoplasm [35]. Primary appendiceal cancer is rare accounting for 0.4-1.0% of all gastrointestinal tumors [36] Three histological variants of the primary appendicular adenocarcinoma have been illustrated, including mucinous adenocarcinoma, intestinal type (goblet and colonic) and signet ring cell cancers [37]. Patients with appendiceal malignancies generally present with the symptoms suggestive of acute appendicitis or as a palpable abdominal mass [38]. However, our patient lacked any symptoms and signs of acute appendicitis. Liu et al reported a case similar to our case of appendiceal carcinoma presenting with only initial sign of SMJN [12]. The sex distribution is usually equal [39]. Right hemicolectomy has been the standard of care, especially if the tumor is confined to the appendix. Several clinical studies have established better survival rate after the right hemicolectomy in comparison with appendectomy [40-44]. Overall 5-year survival is 44% for appendicular mucinous tumors, 52% and 20% for the colonic subtype and for the signet ring cell subtype, respectively [37,45]. When associated with intraperitoneal dissemination and accumulation of mucinous implants, the prognosis is similar to that of peritoneal carcinomatosis with 5-year survival being less than 10% [37].

Discussion

Sister Mary Joseph's Nodule (SMJN) refers to a nodule or mass that can be either seen or felt in the peri-umbilical region and usually corresponds to umbilical metastasis. Sister Mary Joseph (1856-1939), the nursing superintendent and surgical assistant of Dr. William Mayo at St Mary's Hospital (now Mayo Clinic) in Rochester, Minnesota was the first one who illustrated an association between umbilical nodule and intra-abdominal malignancies [6]. The first case of umbilical metastasis was first described in 1864 by Storer even before the origin of the term SMJN [13]. However, it was only in 1949, Sir Hamilton Bailey coined the term 'Sister Mary Joseph's Nodule' in his book 'Demonstration of Physical Signs in Clinical Surgery' to describe this entity [14,15]. SMJN constitutes 83-85% of all malignant umbilical tumors, being much more common than primary malignant umbilical tumors [5,7,11,16]. Among these the most prominent histological type is adenocarcinoma (75%) with other histological variants like squamous cell carcinoma, undifferentiated tumors, carcinoid, sarcoma, mesothelioma, melanoma, and lymphoma being extremely rare [17-20]. Rich lymphatic and vascular supply of umbilicus, along with its association with embryologic remnants makes it a potential site for